P O W ER E D B Y T H E S T U D E N T F R EE PR E S S A S S O C I AT I O N

TELL STORIES. SPOT TALENT. LAUNCH CAREERS.
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WHILE THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE TURNING

toward the media for news and information,
conservative and libertarian perspectives,
sources, and stories are often manipulated,
caricatured, or cancelled. A major problem
is the lack of quality, right-of-center talent.

Americans need journalists who
will tell the truth.
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FUN FACT:
Nearly three-fourths – 74 percent – of our fellowship alumni
have remained in media careers. From 2014 to today, 60 percent
continue to work as journalists and another 14 percent work in a
related media field, such as book publishing and speechwriting.
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MISSION + KEY PROGRAMS

FOUNDED IN 2010, THE STUDENT FREE PRESS
ASSOCIATION STRIVES TO TELL STORIES, SPOT
TALENT, AND BUILD CAREERS IN JOURNALISM.

We bear witness to the ongoing scandal of political correctness,
assaults on free speech, and left-wing orthodoxy at America’s colleges and
universities and within the mainstream media through our original,
student-driven journalism.

The College Fix website — www.thecollegefix.com—is the nation’s leading
conservative campus newswire. The site has built up a loyal readership for its
original, student-reported content on higher education controversies—stories
that would have received little or no attention absent of our coverage.

We find and support the next generation of outstanding journalists. We
mentor them through our work with The College Fix and also offer fellowships
to our most promising journalists, helping launch their professional careers.

During their fellowship, professional editors work with fellows to hone

their skills, help them explore career options, and connect them to additional
media opportunities during and after their fellowships.
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2020-2021 FELLOW RECAP
Our fellowship alumni can now be found at
The Wall Street Journal, the Washington Free
Beacon, Washington Examiner, Washington
Times, Fox News, the Associated Press, among
other publications and websites. With their
remarkable success, our fellowship alumni are
shaping the future of professional journalism.

In 11 years, we have
sponsored more than
100 fellowships, 8 of
them in 2020 and 12 in
2021 alone—our largest
group yet.

ALUMNI
ALEXANDRA DESANCTIS MARR

Alexandra DeSanctis Marr is a staff writer for
National Review and a visiting fellow at the
Ethics and Public Policy Center. A 2014 summer
College Fix journalism fellow, Alexandra worked
at USA Today. She is a graduate of the University
of Notre Dame.

DANIEL TENREIRO

MISTY SEVERI

Misty Severi is a breaking news reporter at the
Washington Examiner. A summer 2021 College
Fix fellow, she worked at Just The News. Misty is a
graduate of California Baptist University

KYLE PETERSON

Daniel Tenreiro is a Rhodes fellow at National
Review, where he was a fall 2019 College Fix
fellow. He is a graduate of Yale University.

Kyle Peterson is an editorial board member of
The Wall Street Journal. A 2010 summer College
Fix journalism fellow, Kyle worked at The Daily
Caller. He is a graduate of Iowa State University.

MADELINE FRY SCHULTZ

DREW VAN VOORHIS

Madeline Fry Schultz is an assistant contributors
editor at the Washington Examiner. A summer
2018 College Fix fellow, she worked at
D Magazine in Dallas, Texas. She is a graduate of
Hillsdale College.

Drew Van Voorhis is a breaking news reporter at
the Epoch Times. He is a graduate of San Diego
State University.
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EVENTS
EXPANDING EXCLUSIVE TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
The College Fix is proud to be hosting exclusive educational
opportunities for our journalism family!
In partnership with National Review Institute, we hosted our first
online zoom event on Feb. 9, 2021 featuring National Review reporter
John McCormack.
On September 20, 2021 about two dozen student journalists also
attended our online training with scholar and best-selling author
Heather Mac Donald, who taught them about writing well and
tackling important yet controversial subjects.
Our goal is to continue to host quarterly online training sessions so
student journalists can learn from the best of the best.

ANNUAL GALA
At The College Fix’s 2021 gala, we hosted 60 attendees
including students, partners, donors, and professional journalists.
Our keynote speaker was Andrew Klavan of Daily Wire.
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Mollie
@MZHemingway
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Just heard an amazing speech by @andrewklavan about
preparing for a career in journalism at a time of profound media
corruption. At @CollegeFix dinner. I hope he publishes it!

CANCEL CULTURE
DATABASE

Cancel culture continues to grow and
shows no sign of stopping. It represents
an illiberal assault against freedom of
speech and association as well as faith,
academic discourse, open inquiry, the
arts, unpopular or controversial ideas,
and much more.
Our interactive database chronicles and quantifies
cancel culture’s influence on higher education,
tracking its targets and noting its successes and
failures. It will also serve as a vetted, crowdsourced
repository that continues to track the problem of
cancel culture in higher education.

THE DATABASE WAS LAUNCHED IN THE FALL OF 2021
WITH MORE THAN 1,400 ENTRIES.
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LEADERSHIP
STUDENT FREE PRESS ASSOCIATION
BOARD MEMBERS 2020-21

Our newly established advisory board
features some of the biggest and best
names in journalism:
TIM CARNEY, MOLLIE HEMINGWAY, HEATHER MAC
DONALD, VICTORINA MATUS, DEROY MURDOCK,
KIM STRASSEL , and SALENA ZITO.

JUSTIN WILSON, President
CHRIS BACHELDER

JOHN HOOD

RICK DEVOS

JOHN J. MILLER

LAUREN FINK

NICK SCHULZ

Jennifer Kabbany,
Editor, The College Fix

John J. Miller,

Founder, The College Fix
John J. Miller founded The College Fix in 2010 and
continues to be captain of the ship. Known as
“The Godfather” of center-right student journalists,
he has had a hand in launching countless careers.

Matt Lamb

Associate Editor, The College Fix
Matt is associate editor for The College Fix. He
previously worked at Students for Life of America,
Students for Life Action and Turning Point USA.

Chris Schneider

Senior Reporter, The College Fix
Christian Schneider is a senior reporter for The
College Fix with a focus on investigative, enterprise
and analysis reporting.

Jennifer Kabbany will mark 10 years as
Editor of The College Fix in 2022. She
was named a visiting fellow for the
Independent Women’s Forum for July to
December 2021. Kabbany makes frequent
media appearances and also give talks to
GOP meetings and other groups.

It is incredibly gratifying to mentor young college
students and teach them the skills they need to
become successful reporters and help this nation
with fearless truth-telling. As I mark a decade
with The College Fix and Student Free Press
Association, I am so grateful for the support that
has been given to tackle our important mission,
and I look forward to many more years to come.

Dave Huber

Associate Editor, The College Fix
Dave Huber is associate editor of The College
Fix. He has written about education, politics and
entertainment for almost 20 years, including a stint
at the popular media bias site Newsbusters. Dave
holds degrees from the University of Delaware.

Pat Cross

Cartoonist, The College Fix
College Fix cartoonist Pat Cross is a political
cartoonist and illustrator. His work is published by
Townhall, First Things, National Catholic Register
and at several other publications. Pat is a graduate
of Thomas Aquinas College.

Conor Coutts

Promotions + Outreach Mgr., The College Fix
Conor Coutts is The College Fix’s newly hired
Promotions & Outreach Manager. He will be
working directly with our alumni, recruiting new
student writers and fellows, and offering more
networking opportunities to our network.
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College Fix editor puts student journalists
on front line of fight for free speech
“The left may clamp down on conservative speech
on campus, and liberal views may dominate most
newsrooms, but Jennifer Kabbany is fighting to
change that, one news article at a time. From her
perch as editor of The College Fix, a blend of online
newspaper and college newswire, Ms. Kabbany sees
her student journalists as the front line in the fight
for the future of free speech.”- James Varney, The
Washington Times, Sunday, January 12, 2021

SOCIAL MEDIA + DIGITAL OUTREACH
In the last year, our weekly newsletter grew by over 40% to reach
more than 14,500 subscribers. Our articles were circulated by more than
4,000 different websites and news outlets.

The College Fix also massively expanded its
social media presence on alternative platforms
and launched in 2021 profiles on: Telegram,
MeWe, Rumble, Parler, Minds, and Gab.
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RECENT ALUMNI SUCCESS STORIES
In 2021, we are proud to have helped launched these
successful media careers.

JOHN LOFTUS

MARIA LENCKI

BRITTANY SLAUGHTER

The College Fix launched my
career. Without its journalism
fellowship, I would not be
where I am today, doing what
I love.”

I started writing for The
College Fix three years ago
after another student at my
school referred me. That
referral really changed my
life and allowed me to gain
experience in journalism,
which led me to intern at
the White House and most
recently accept a job at Fox
News. Words cannot express
how much my time at The
Fix has meant to me and it
would be the greatest joy to
introduce another student to
this incredible organization”.

The College Fix not only gave
me my start in reporting,
but showed me how to be
an ethical and determined
reporter. Their team of editors
mentored me and shaped me
into the journalist and person
I am today. The Fix was a
dream to work for and I am so
thankful I had the opportunity
to be trained by such skilled
and kind veteran journalists.”

John Loftus was a fall 2020
College Fix fellow at National
Review. He is an associate
editor at the Daily Caller. He is a
graduate of Chapman University.

FUN FACT :

Maria Lencki is a Digital
Production Assistant with
Fox News. She is a graduate
of Franciscan University of
Stubenville.

Brittany Slaughter is a reporter
and anchor at WAOW TV, an
ABC affiliate in Wisconsin. As a
summer 2019 College Fix fellow,
she worked at The Hill.

In addition to our fellowship program, many students who simply report for The College
Fix over the years as campus journalists continue to see massive success in the industry.
Our “Where Are They Now” alumni section features two dozen former College Fix
journalists who now enjoy careers at outlets such as Fox News, American Spectator, Epoch
Times, Washington Examiner, The Wall Street Journal, CNN and many other venues.
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WHAT’S NEXT
Behind The College Fix and all of its activities is the Student Free Press
Association, a nonprofit organization—and it needs your help as we
expose outrageous examples of left-wing bias on America’s campuses
and strive to improve the quality of our media.
When you support the Student Free Press Association, you help to:
1.

Identify and recruit up-and-coming campus

5.

leaders who are interested in journalism and
2.

show promise and potential.

Review and Fox News, which can secure an
audience of tens of millions.
6.

Challenge biased university administrators

campus controversies.

and academics and expose campus radicalism,

Publish original, student-driven content on

bringing balance to conventional media

The College Fix, our well-respected campus news

narratives and giving alternative ideas and voices

powerhouse that publishes about 2,000 pieces

a chance to be heard.

per year.
4.

websites and media groups such as National

Mentor and develop budding journalists,
helping them produce original reporting on

3.

Promote the work of budding journalists with

Place the most promising student journalists into
fellowships at leading media outlets, including
USA Today, The Hill, Daily Caller, Reason, the
Washington Examiner, The Weekly Standard, and
RealClearPolitics.

We invite you to join us in these
efforts by following The College Fix,
getting to know our talented young
journalists, and becoming a financial
supporter of our work.

C O N TA C T
To learn more about supporting
The College Fix, contact:

John J. Miller, Executive Director / jjmiller@thecollegefix.com /
(703) 887-6292 / PO Box 76, Hillsdale, MI 49242

WITHIN FIVE YEARS,
we see SFPA as the undisputed,
premier college journalism organization
in America. This will entail breaking
stories at a constant, high-volume pace
and leveraging the latest platforms and
technology (video, social, web, and more)
to disseminate content and engage with
new and growing audiences.

As an organization, we are committed to building
on our recent growth in social media following
and web traffic to grow the reach of the stories
we produce, expand our readership, and increase
the professional development opportunities
we can provide to our student journalists. Our
advancement plans include tracking and
connecting with our alumni, growing our staff in
strategic and sustainable ways, and increasing the
number of students we mentor and help launch
into professional journalism.
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Thanks to The College Fix, I have been able to
strengthen my skills as a journalist, learn the best
way to pursue a story and even successfully landed
a job at The Washington Examiner. My editor at The
Fix (Matt Lamb) has been incredibly helpful to me in
seeing what I do well in an article and what I need
to improve on. I can say without a doubt that The
College Fix is one of the best experiences I’ve had
as a writer, and I would highly recommend anyone
interested in writing ought to write under them.
- Asher Notheis, Liberty University 2021 Graduate
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